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crop plants combat drought through acclimatization and specific tolerance mechanisms to adapt to adverse conditions scientists can use
these evolutionary mechanisms to combat yield loss and meet the growing food demands of a growing population this review discusses crop
traits that can confer drought tolerance the role of the environment and management and how crop models predict their potential impact on
yield modification of traits related to abiotic and biotic stress tolerance plant water stress tolerance is a complex trait that produces
profound modifications of the plants morphological physiological and metabolic characteristics drought tolerance involves mechanisms
operating at different spatial and temporal scales from rapid stomatal closure to maintenance of crop yield we review how short term
mechanisms are controlled for stabilizing shoot water potential and how long term processes have been constrained by evolution known
positive and negative regulators of drought blue box and salinity yellow box stress tolerance are ideal targets for crop improvement
descriptions of different aspects depicted here are provided in the main text three cold acclimation response pathways ca 2 mediated ice1 cbf
dreb1 hormonal and reactive oxygen species ros are elucidated also this report summarizes the latest research work on genetics and genomics
of forage species from the perspectives of cold tolerance improvement the main goal of studying plant stress responses is to develop crops
with improved tolerance to abiotic stresses the knowledge of aba being a key regulator of abiotic stress responses has been utilized for
developing crops with enhances tolerance under stress conditions in response to high temperatures crop plants respond with a tolerance
mechanism composed of various biochemical factors which include heat shock proteins osmoprotectants ion transporters and production of
antioxidants nanobiotechnology approaches to engineering crops with enhanced stress tolerance may be a safe and sustainable strategy to
increase crop yield abstract plants take up silicon si from the soil which impacts their growth and nutrient accumulation it increases plant
resistance to abiotic and biotic stresses such as drought salinity and heavy metal diseases and pest infestation the findings summarized in this
review have shown potential practical applications for breeding cold tolerance in crop and horticultural plants suitable to temperate
geographical locations in this chapter we discuss recent advances in engineering drought and salinity tolerance in crop plants with emphasis
on yield and the needs to close the gaps between the laboratory and the field conditions genomic roadmaps for augmenting salinity stress
tolerance in crop plants at the present time no effective broadly deployed tolerance is available for majority of the crops development of
effective applicable gene based strategies for drought tolerance will help to mitigate this adverse abiotic stress the effect of this stress on
crop productivity depends on the stage of development and duration of drought in our study approaches of morphological physiological
biochemical and molecular levels can be shown to improve drought tolerance for almond these strategies will be necessary for crop this
review considers the energetic costs of salinity tolerance in crop plants and provides a framework for a quantitative assessment of costs
different sources of energy and modifications of root system architecture that would maximize water vs ion uptake are addressed thus we
concluded that short term soil waterlogging improved cotton cross tolerance to the continued high ht stress by enhanced sod cat pod and
dhar activities increased asa content in cotton seedlings these results were expected to provide a theoretical basis for understanding
cotton s cross tolerance to abiotic stress the findings summarized in this review have shown potential practical applications for breeding
cold tolerance in crop and horticultural plants suitable to temperate geographical locations keywords cold stress crop plants genetic
engineering transcription factors stress related genes are induced primarily at the level of transcription and regulating the temporal and
spatial expression patterns of specific stress genes is an important part of the plant stress response cdna microarrays and genomics
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approaches reveal a clear overlap in the genes expressed in response to different stresses the findings summarized in this review have shown
potential practical applications for breeding cold tolerance in crop and horticultural plants suitable to temperate geographical locations
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full article plant drought stress tolerance understanding May 24 2024 crop plants combat drought through acclimatization and specific
tolerance mechanisms to adapt to adverse conditions scientists can use these evolutionary mechanisms to combat yield loss and meet the
growing food demands of a growing population
crop traits and production under drought nature reviews Apr 23 2024 this review discusses crop traits that can confer drought tolerance
the role of the environment and management and how crop models predict their potential impact on yield
new approaches to improve crop tolerance to biotic and Mar 22 2024 modification of traits related to abiotic and biotic stress tolerance
plant water stress tolerance is a complex trait that produces profound modifications of the plants morphological physiological and
metabolic characteristics
the physiological basis of drought tolerance in crop plants Feb 21 2024 drought tolerance involves mechanisms operating at different
spatial and temporal scales from rapid stomatal closure to maintenance of crop yield we review how short term mechanisms are controlled
for stabilizing shoot water potential and how long term processes have been constrained by evolution
engineering drought and salinity tolerance traits in crops Jan 20 2024 known positive and negative regulators of drought blue box and
salinity yellow box stress tolerance are ideal targets for crop improvement descriptions of different aspects depicted here are provided in the
main text
cold stress in plants strategies to improve cold tolerance Dec 19 2023 three cold acclimation response pathways ca 2 mediated ice1 cbf
dreb1 hormonal and reactive oxygen species ros are elucidated also this report summarizes the latest research work on genetics and genomics
of forage species from the perspectives of cold tolerance improvement
abscisic acid and abiotic stress tolerance in crop plants Nov 18 2023 the main goal of studying plant stress responses is to develop crops
with improved tolerance to abiotic stresses the knowledge of aba being a key regulator of abiotic stress responses has been utilized for
developing crops with enhances tolerance under stress conditions
heat stress tolerance in crop plants physiological and Oct 17 2023 in response to high temperatures crop plants respond with a tolerance
mechanism composed of various biochemical factors which include heat shock proteins osmoprotectants ion transporters and production of
antioxidants
nanobiotechnology based strategies for enhanced crop stress Sep 16 2023 nanobiotechnology approaches to engineering crops with enhanced
stress tolerance may be a safe and sustainable strategy to increase crop yield
growth nutrient accumulation and drought tolerance in crop Aug 15 2023 abstract plants take up silicon si from the soil which impacts
their growth and nutrient accumulation it increases plant resistance to abiotic and biotic stresses such as drought salinity and heavy metal
diseases and pest infestation
engineering cold stress tolerance in crop plants pmc Jul 14 2023 the findings summarized in this review have shown potential practical
applications for breeding cold tolerance in crop and horticultural plants suitable to temperate geographical locations
engineering salinity and water stress tolerance in crop Jun 13 2023 in this chapter we discuss recent advances in engineering drought and
salinity tolerance in crop plants with emphasis on yield and the needs to close the gaps between the laboratory and the field conditions
potential breeding strategies for improving salt tolerance in May 12 2023 genomic roadmaps for augmenting salinity stress tolerance in crop
plants
drought tolerance in crop plants frontiers research topic Apr 11 2023 at the present time no effective broadly deployed tolerance is
available for majority of the crops development of effective applicable gene based strategies for drought tolerance will help to mitigate this
adverse abiotic stress the effect of this stress on crop productivity depends on the stage of development and duration of drought
pdf drought tolerance in crop plants researchgate Mar 10 2023 in our study approaches of morphological physiological biochemical and
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molecular levels can be shown to improve drought tolerance for almond these strategies will be necessary for crop
energy costs of salt tolerance in crop plants munns 2020 Feb 09 2023 this review considers the energetic costs of salinity tolerance in
crop plants and provides a framework for a quantitative assessment of costs different sources of energy and modifications of root system
architecture that would maximize water vs ion uptake are addressed
short term soil waterlogging improves cotton tolerance to Jan 08 2023 thus we concluded that short term soil waterlogging improved
cotton cross tolerance to the continued high ht stress by enhanced sod cat pod and dhar activities increased asa content in cotton
seedlings these results were expected to provide a theoretical basis for understanding cotton s cross tolerance to abiotic stress
engineering cold stress tolerance in crop plants pubmed Dec 07 2022 the findings summarized in this review have shown potential practical
applications for breeding cold tolerance in crop and horticultural plants suitable to temperate geographical locations keywords cold
stress crop plants genetic engineering transcription factors
role of transcription factors in abiotic stress tolerance in Nov 06 2022 stress related genes are induced primarily at the level of
transcription and regulating the temporal and spatial expression patterns of specific stress genes is an important part of the plant stress
response cdna microarrays and genomics approaches reveal a clear overlap in the genes expressed in response to different stresses
genetic engineering for cold stress tolerance in crop plants Oct 05 2022 the findings summarized in this review have shown potential
practical applications for breeding cold tolerance in crop and horticultural plants suitable to temperate geographical locations
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